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This paper presents a new algorithm for cloud detection based on high dynamic range 49 

images from a sky camera and ceilometer measurements. The algorithm is also able to 50 

detect the obstruction of the sun. This algorithm, called CPC (Camera Plus Ceilometer), 51 

is based on the assumption that under cloud-free conditions the sky field must show 52 

symmetry. The symmetry criteria are applied depending on ceilometer measurements of 53 

the cloud base height. CPC algorithm is applied in two Spanish locations (Granada and 54 

Valladolid). The performance of CPC retrieving the sun conditions (obstructed or 55 

unobstructed) is analyzed in detail using as reference pyranometer measurements at 56 

Granada. CPC retrievals are in agreement with those derived from the reference 57 

pyranometer in 85% of the cases (it seems that this agreement does not depend on 58 

aerosol size or optical depth). The agreement percentage goes down to only 48% when 59 

another algorithm, based on Red-Blue Ratio (RBR), is applied to the sky camera 60 

images. The retrieved cloud cover at Granada and Valladolid is compared with that 61 

registered by trained meteorological observers. CPC cloud cover is in agreement with 62 

the reference showing a slight overestimation and a mean absolute error around 1 okta. 63 

A major advantage of the CPC algorithm with respect to the RBR method is that the 64 

determined cloud cover is independent of aerosol properties. The RBR algorithm 65 

overestimates cloud cover for coarse aerosols and high loads. Cloud cover obtained only 66 

from ceilometer shows similar results than CPC algorithm; but the horizontal 67 

distribution cannot be obtained. In addition, it has been observed that under quick and 68 

strong changes on cloud cover ceilometers retrieve a cloud cover fitting worse with the 69 

real cloud cover.   70 
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AE: Angström Exponent. 74 

AEMet: State Meteorological Agency of Spain (Agencia Estatal de Meteorología). 75 

AERONET: Aerosol Robotic NETwork. 76 

AOD: Aerosol Optical Depth. 77 

CBH: Cloud Base Height. 78 

CC: Cloud Cover. 79 

CEI: CEIlometer. 80 

CPC: Camera Plus Ceilometer. 81 

FOV: Field Of View. 82 

HDR: High Dynamic Range. 83 

MABE: Mean Absolute Bias Error. 84 

MBE: Mean Bias Error. 85 

MDBE: Median Bias Error. 86 

RBR: Red-Blue Ratio. 87 

RGB: Red Green Blue. 88 

SZA: Solar Zenith Angle. 89 

SD: Standard Deviation. 90 

SONA: Automatic Cloud Observation System. 91 

WMO: World Meteorological Organization. 92 
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1 Introduction 98 

Clouds play a critical role in the Earth’s radiative budget, since they backscatter to 99 

space a portion of incoming solar radiation but also reemit back to the surface a fraction 100 

of Earth infrared radiation. Hence, changes on cloud properties like lifetime (and 101 

subsequently cloud cover: CC), or albedo could dramatically impact on Earth’s climate 102 

(Boucher et al., 2013). From the energy production point of view, solar energy systems 103 

are strongly affected by cloud presence. Especially in the case of concentration solar 104 

power plants and concentration photovoltaic systems, that strongly depend on direct 105 

beam solar irradiance, their energy output is highly reduced when the sun is obstructed 106 

by clouds (Beyer et al., 1994; Frederick and Steele, 1995; Bartlett et al., 1998; Antón et 107 

al., 2011; Cazorla et al., 2015). Both climate and solar energy issues motivate the need 108 

for cloud observations. 109 

Cloud cover can be determined by different ways. Visual observations of CC, made by 110 

a human observer, are hemispheric “instantaneous” observations that depend on the 111 

visible horizon and are subjective observations, prone to human effects due to 112 

differences between observers (WMO, 2012). Some authors such as Sánchez-Lorenzo et 113 

al. (2009) used this kind of measurements to study long-term CC data series due to the 114 

availability of these data in the past. These measurements cannot be automatically done 115 

and the time resolution is limited. 116 

It is feasible replacing some of these observations by automated and continuous 117 

measurements from a ceilometer, which is an active instrument that emits pulsed laser 118 

signals and records with a receiver telescope the vertical signal based on the backscatter 119 

of the atmosphere (Tapakis and Charalambides, 2013). Cloud base height (CBH) and 120 

CC can be estimated from these measurements due to the strong backscatter of clouds 121 

(Martucci et al., 2010; Mittermaier, 2012; Costa-Surós et al., 2013, 2014), however this 122 
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methods are only based on the vertical information, ignoring the spatial dimensions and 123 

excluding some clouds which are not in the vertical line of the ceilometer.  124 

Satellite images can be used to retrieve cloud cover (e.g., Arking and Childs, 1984; 125 

Rossow and Schiffer, 1999; Gao et al., 2002; Zhao and Di Girolamo, 2006), but on a 126 

global scale, which is not useful to determinate if sun is obstructed by clouds in a 127 

particular place. Radiometers, radars, and radiosondes are also used in the retrieval of 128 

cloud properties (for a review see: Tapakis and Charalambides, 2013). 129 

Sky cameras are devices that usually provide a hemispherical image of the full sky in 130 

the visible range, typically at red-green-blue (RGB) channels. Ghonima et al. (2012) 131 

simulated sky images under cloud-free conditions and detected cloudy pixels comparing 132 

the measured image with the cloud-free simulated one; to this purpose an aerosol 133 

correction is included in the simulations because aerosols can change significantly the 134 

sky radiance distribution. Yabuki et al. (2014) presented an algorithm based on the 135 

spectral contrast between the RGB channels of the sky image and various constrains. 136 

Cazorla et al. (2008) and Linfoot and Allis (2008) applied neural networks to sky 137 

images for detection of cloudy pixels after a previous training. Liu et al. (2015) used the 138 

superpixel segmentation technique to locate cloudy pixels in sky images. Some authors 139 

combined sky imagery with radiometric data (shortwave or longwave) in order to obtain 140 

cloud cover and classification (Martínez-Chico et al., 2011; Alonso et al., 2014; Wacker 141 

et al., 2015). 142 

However, most of the sky camera algorithms for detection of cloudy pixels (e.g., 143 

Koehler et al., 1991; Long et al., 2006; Calbó and Sabburg, 2008; Kreuter et al., 2009) 144 

are based on the whiteness of the pixels quantified by the RBR value: ratio of the red to 145 

the blue channel; a threshold value is chosen and the pixels with a ratio below threshold 146 

are considered cloud-free (pixel too blue) and for ratio above the threshold the pixel is 147 
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cloudy (high red channel). This method presents some problems since the commercial 148 

cameras usually do not have linear pixel sensitivity (although it can be mitigated by 149 

gamma correction), then RBR is not linear, and if their white balance is not fixed it 150 

could vary the RBR value. In addition, under large loads of coarse aerosol the cloud-151 

free pixels look whiter than under low aerosol loads; pixels near the circumsolar are 152 

usually saturated looking also whiter (Long et al., 2006; Olmo et al., 2008; Heinle et al., 153 

2010; Román et al., 2012); in this way the cloud-free pixels are erroneously classified as 154 

cloudy. Saturation and non-linearity problem can be solved taking high dynamic range 155 

(HDR) images, which are a composition of various images taken with different 156 

exposure times (Debevec and Malik, 1997; Stumpfel et al., 2004; Cazorla et al., 2015; 157 

Román et al., 2017).  158 

The main aim of this paper is to develop an algorithm to retrieve the cloud cover and 159 

sun condition but removing, or at least reducing, the problems obtained with other 160 

algorithms. To this purpose, a sky camera is used and configured to take HDR images 161 

(avoiding saturation). HDR images are synergistically combined with information from 162 

a ceilometer to improve the cloud detection algorithm. The basis of our cloud detection 163 

is partially based on the consideration that a cloud-free sky image presents high 164 

symmetry relative to the solar principal plane. Other concepts like variation between 165 

two consecutive images or edge detection are considered. The proposed algorithm 166 

retrievals are compared with other algorithms and tested against suitable references like 167 

those based in trained meteorological observers. 168 

Section 2 presents the locations and data from different instruments used in this work. 169 

Relevant information about the configuration of the sky camera to take HDR images 170 

can be found in Section 3. The new algorithm developed in this work is explained in 171 

detail in Section 4 and Appendix A and B. Section 5 shows the main results of the 172 
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comparison of the new algorithm and others against reference values and, finally, 173 

Section 6 summarizes the main conclusions.   174 

 175 

2 Location and Instrumentation 176 

Data used in this paper was recorded at stations sited at Valladolid (41.66ºN; -4.71ºW; 177 

705 m a.s.l.) and Granada (37.16ºN; -3.61ºW; 680 m a.s.l.), both cities located in Spain. 178 

The predominant aerosol at Valladolid, sited in North-Central Iberian Peninsula, can be 179 

considered as “clean continental” (Bennouna et al., 2013, Román et al., 2014b) but 180 

some Saharan dust episodes also happen, especially in summer (Cachorro et al., 2016). 181 

These Saharan episodes are more frequent at Granada due to its proximity to North 182 

Africa, since this city is located at the South-East of the Iberian Peninsula (Valenzuela 183 

et al., 2012). Both stations are equipped with a “CHM-15k Nimbus” ceilometer (Lufft 184 

manufacturer), a “SONA” sky camera (Sieltec Canarias S.L.) and a “CE318-N” 185 

sun/sky-photometer (Cimel Electronique).  186 

Both ceilometers belong to the Iberian Ceilometer Network (Cazorla et al., 2017). They 187 

provide CC and CBH measurements every 15 seconds. The cloud cover determined by 188 

the ceilometer is described on the Jenoptik CHM15k user manual (Jenoptik, 2013).  It is 189 

determined using the previously calculated cloud bases heights. First, a time interval is 190 

considered and its length depends on the cloud base height, being longer for higher 191 

clouds creating a “temporal cone of influence”. The frequency of cloud bases is 192 

calculated for each time interval. Peaks in the frequency distribution are separated and 193 

all cloud bases in the space of a peak will be clustered to one cloud layer. The 194 

calculation of the total cloud cover value is done within a rectangle depending on time 195 

and altitude. For this purpose the mentioned time interval (“truncated cone of 196 

influence”) will be divided in a fixed number of small truncated cones. Parts containing 197 
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cloud bases are counted against the total number of cone parts and the cloud cover value 198 

is expressed as a percentage value from this comparison. Finally the percentage value is 199 

expressed in oktas.  200 

SONA (“Sistema de Observación de Nubosidad Automático”: Automatic Cloud 201 

Observation System) sky camera takes hemispherical sky images along the whole day 202 

but in this work we only use daytime images. It consists of a surveillance CCD camera, 203 

which provides three channels (RGB) images with 8 bit-digitalization providing 256 204 

counts per channel (Cazorla et al., 2015). This camera with a fisheye lens is inside a 205 

waterproof case which has a quartz dome and a shadow band in order to block the sun 206 

(González et al., 2012). The field of view (FOV), zenith (ZEN), and azimuth (AZI) 207 

matrices,representing the angles viewed by each pixel, were obtained correlating the 208 

pixel positions of celestial bodies whose coordinates are well known (Román et al., 209 

2017). 210 

The sun/sky-photometers used in this work are integrated in AERONET network 211 

(AErosol RObotic NETwork; Holben et al., 1998). The AERONET processed data used 212 

in this work are the daily average of AOD at 440 nm and the daily Angström Exponent 213 

(AE) obtained in the spectral range 440-870 nm. All these cloud-screened data (level 214 

1.5) correspond to the AERONET Version 3 algorithm, and are available at 215 

http://aeronet.gsfc.nasa.gov. 216 

CC measured visually by trained meteorological observers at two AEMet stations (State 217 

Meteorological Agency of Spain) is also available. These measurements are taken three 218 

times at day: 07:00, 13:00 and 18:00 UTC, and are given in oktas with a resolution of 1 219 

okta. These AEMet stations are 3.75 km and 4.75 km far away in a straight line for 220 

Granada and Valladolid stations, respectively. 221 
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Finally, direct beam solar shortwave (SWb) irradiance data was obtained at each minute 222 

as the difference between global and diffuse components recorded by two CM-11 223 

pyranometers (Kipp & Zonen); diffuse is measured using a shadow-ball in a sun-224 

tracker. This kind of data is not available at Valladolid, at least near to the sky camera 225 

used in this work. Both pyranometers at Granada presents a relative uncertainty of 1.9% 226 

and are frequently calibrated using a reference instrument at the site (Antón et al., 227 

2012). 228 

 229 

3 HDR imagery 230 

In order to avoid saturated pixels and to linearize the radiometric pixel response of the 231 

sky images, both SONA sky cameras were configured to take HDR images. First, an 232 

image with the lowest exposure time (~4 µs) is taken and then, another 11 images are 233 

taken doubling the exposure consecutively (the last image taken with ~4 ms); the whole 234 

process requires about 5 seconds. As a result, just one HDR linear image is obtained 235 

applying the method of Debevec and Malik (1997) to the 12-image set using the pixel 236 

sensitivity calculated by Román et al. (2017). Every 5 minutes two consecutive HDR 237 

images, I1 and I2, are taken, expending about 10 seconds in the process. The availability 238 

of HDR images used in this work spans from 10th March 2015 to 24th September 2015 239 

at Valladolid and from 16th November 2015 to 19th September 2016 at Granada.   240 

Some differences between the use of individual direct images and the use of HDR 241 

images are shown in Figure 1 for Granada. This figure shows the individual sky image 242 

(left panels) which is usually used in CC detection algorithms; the HDR composition for 243 

the same images are shown (right panels) using a tone map (Reinhard et al., 2002). In 244 

the first and third cases the direct image shows cloudy pixels, especially near the sun, 245 

that are saturated; it does not give information about those pixels because it is 246 
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impossible to know to what degree are these parts more intense than the non-saturated 247 

ones or which are the most intense pixels inside a saturated area. This problem does not 248 

appear for the HDR images, where every pixel can be discerned. An interesting case is 249 

the last image of Figure 1, which was taken under cloud-free conditions but with a high 250 

coarse aerosol load (AOD at 440 nm around 0.5 and AE ~ 0.15) corresponding to a 251 

Saharan dust episode. As can be observed, in the direct image the pixels around the sun 252 

are saturated at the three channels, however the HDR image avoids this problem that 253 

frequently appears under dusty conditions. 254 

 255 

4 CPC algorithm 256 

The CPC (Camera Plus Ceilometer) algorithm is designed in order to detect if the sun is 257 

obstructed or unobstructed by clouds, and also to discern if the portion of sky viewed by 258 

each pixel is cloud-free or not. This algorithm is based on individual pixel information 259 

(like red to blue ratio of each pixel) and also on information of the full HDR image as a 260 

whole (like the average of red-blue ratio of all pixels) as has been previously used by 261 

Calbó and Sabburg (2008), Heinle et al. (2010) and Kazantzidis et al. (2012) to classify 262 

clouds. CPC discern cloudy pixels to cloud-free pixels with high aerosol load using the 263 

concept that sky under cloud-free conditions shows symmetry. In addition: the temporal 264 

change between consecutive images is considered to observe cloud conditions near the 265 

sun; some criteria are applied or not depending on the presumable sky condition which 266 

is identified from ceilometer information; and image edge detection is used to detect 267 

cloud borderlines.  268 

CPC algorithm first detects if the sun is obstructed or not by clouds and then applies 269 

some criteria, which vary if sun is obstructed or not, to classify pixels as cloudy or 270 

cloud-free. Most of the decisions of CPC algorithm are based on the use of threshold for 271 
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some variables derived from the sky images. All these threshold values, shown in Table 272 

B.1 in Appendix B, were selected tuning manually these values and observing the 273 

output of the algorithm for a large image-set with multiple observations of different sky 274 

conditions. Some thresholds are site dependent because of the differences in the 275 

configuration of the cameras at Granada and Valladolid, since they have some 276 

differences in properties like the white balance, gamma correction and others. 277 

The CPC method is based on deriving some variables from the sky HDR images. The 278 

Appendix A describes these variables, usually matrices directly derived from the HDR 279 

images, but also scalar variables derived from these matrices. The workflow of CPC 280 

algorithm is described in detail in Appendix B, where RBR algorithm is also explained. 281 

RBR needs only the I1 HDR image as input while CPC uses I1 and I2 HDR images and 282 

also some ceilometer information. Both algorithms return as output the sun condition 283 

and the identification of every single pixel of the HDR image (I1) as cloudy or cloud-284 

free.  285 

 286 

5 Results 287 

5.1 Individual cases 288 

RBR and CPC algorithms were applied to the HDR images of the particular cases of 289 

Figure 1, and results are shown on Figure 2. Black pixels are the masked pixels, white 290 

pixels the cloudy pixels and blue pixels the cloud-free. Regarding sun condition, the 291 

white/yellow disk on the sun position represents obstructed/unobstructed condition. In 292 

the first case, the clouds are well detected by RBR algorithm, but it considers that the 293 

sun aureole, which is whiter, is cloudy and hence the sun is obstructed; it does not 294 

happen with CPC algorithm, which determines that sun is unobstructed, however, some 295 

cloudy pixels are considered as cloud-free due to the symmetry criteria. RBR under a 296 
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cloud-free and clean atmosphere, like the second case of Figure 2, both algorithms work 297 

well although CPC shows some cloud-free pixels as cloudy in the right side due to the 298 

symmetry criteria; however for this case the ceilometer cloud cover algorithm (CEI) 299 

provided a CC of 7 oktas since the sky was too cloudy half hour before the image was 300 

taken, which evidences that CEI algorithm presents some problems at least when the 301 

cloud cover rapidly varies.  302 

A similar problem happens in the third case of Figure 2, where the clouds started to 303 

appear in the sky and hence CEI considered a CC value of zero oktas; RBR and CPC 304 

perfectly detect the cloudy pixels in this case. Finally, in the case of cloud-free sky with 305 

high dust aerosol load, RBR selects all pixels as cloudy because under these conditions 306 

the sky is whiter (AE tends to zero giving a similar scatter radiance at all wavelengths); 307 

CPC also shows some pixels as cloudy like the pixels with azimuths below -178º and 308 

above 178º (symmetry criteria is not applied at these angles), but the most of them are 309 

detected as cloud-free and at least the sun is considered as unobstructed; CEI provides a 310 

CC value of 1 okta, more in agreement with the real sky conditions. 311 

All these examples indicates that RBR works fine when sun is obstructed or under very 312 

clean conditions but it fails under not clean conditions, the sky being considered 313 

overcast when the atmosphere is cloud-free but with high coarse aerosol load. CPC 314 

presents a better performance but it also shows cloudy pixels as cloud-free and vice 315 

versa. CEI algorithm provides CC values far to the real scenario when the CC quickly 316 

and strongly changes.  317 

5.2 Comparison of sun condition 318 

In order to compare the obtained sun condition by RBR and CPC algorithms, the 319 

measurements of SWb at Granada were used as reference, since SWb is very sensitive to 320 
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clouds obstructing the sun. To this purpose, for all available measurements of SWb, the 321 

same SWb but under cloud-free conditions (SWb
cf) were simulated using the UVSPEC 322 

tool of the libRadtran 1.7 package (Mayer and Kylling, 2005) in a similar way as in 323 

Román et al. (2014a, b). The used radiative transfer solver was the two-stream fluxes 324 

(“twostr”) solver developed by Kylling et al. (1995), and the inputs were: the daily AOD 325 

at 440 nm, AE and water vapour column from AERONET (version 3, level 1.5), daily 326 

total ozone column from OMI onboard Aura satellite (TOMS algorithm version 327 

8.5).Monthly climatological values are used as input for days without availability of 328 

daily input. 329 

Once the simulations were performed, the ratio (Rsw) from the measured SWb to the 330 

simulated SWb
cf was calculated for all measurements. The sun was considered as 331 

unobstructed if RSW is between 0.87 and 1.13, giving and error margin around 13% 332 

between the simulations and the measurements, in a similar way to Cazorla et al. 333 

(2015). Considering as reference of unobstructed sun the RSW values between 0.87 and 334 

1.13, Psc was calculated as the percentage of data that camera algorithms determinate 335 

the same sun conditions that Rsw criterion. The images taken with SZA above 80º were 336 

rejected and, as a result, 34504 pairs of coincident data of RSW and camera sun condition 337 

were available. 85% of sun conditions obtained from CPC algorithm are in agreement 338 

with the reference, while only 48% of sun conditions obtained from RBR algorithm fit 339 

with the reference marked by Rsw criterion. For the cases considered as unobstructed 340 

(20204 data), 88% of sun conditions from CPC algorithm are in agreement with the 341 

reference, but this percentage is only 12% for the RBR algorithm. Psc is 81% and 99% 342 

for CPC and RBR algorithms, respectively, when the obstructed cases are only taken 343 

into account. These results indicate that RBR method tends to consider the sun 344 

obstructed in the most of the cases.   345 
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Figure 3 shows the values of Psc for both algorithms at different SZA intervals. CPC 346 

algorithm presents Psc values near 90% for SZA below 60º independently on sun 347 

condition, but they slightly decrease, especially for obstructed conditions, to around 348 

75% for SZA between 70º and 80º. The worse agreement at high SZA values, especially 349 

for obstructed conditions, could be caused because clouds obstructing the sun at high 350 

zenith angles are closer to the horizon and they are more difficult to be identified. On 351 

the other hand, the Psc values obtained from RBR algorithm shows a strong dependence 352 

on the reference sun condition because they are always near 100% for obstructed 353 

conditions but never above 20% for unobstructed conditions; the increase with SZA of 354 

Psc for all conditions case in the RBR algorithm is caused by the increase with SZA of 355 

the number of obstructed cases.  356 

A similar study appears in Figure 4 but for Psc as a function of AOD daily mean 357 

intervals instead of SZA. CPC fits better the sun condition for the unobstructed cases, 358 

ranging from 75-95%, and does not present any dependence on AOD. Psc from RBR 359 

algorithm shows that RBR considers sun obstructed for all cases when AOD at 440 nm 360 

is above 0.3. 361 

Figure 5 shows the Psc data versus AE intervals and considering only data which daily 362 

AOD at 440 nm was between 0.1 and 0.2, in order to remove any dependence on AOD. 363 

CPC does not show a significant dependence on AE, showing high Psc values (between 364 

75-95%) except for the obstructed conditions at low AE values (coarse particles), where 365 

Psc ranges from 34% to 52%. RBR algorithm clearly shows that considers the most of 366 

time the sun obstructed except when the size of particles decreases (high values of AE) 367 

because Psc increases with AE under unobstructed conditions.   368 
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5.3 Comparison of cloud cover 369 

Cloud cover from camera usually is calculated, in %, as the sum of pixel detected as 370 

cloudy divided by the sum of all available pixels (not masked), and then this ratio is 371 

multiplied by 100%. However, this way does not take into account that the solid angle 372 

of the sky viewed by each pixel is different. Hence, in order to give more weight to the 373 

pixels viewing larger solid angle, the CC was calculated from HDR sky images as:  374 

𝐶𝐶(%) = 100%
∑ 𝑐𝑖,𝑗𝐹𝑂𝑉𝑖,𝑗𝑖,𝑗

∑ 𝐹𝑂𝑉𝑖,𝑗𝑖,𝑗
,     (1) 375 

being ci,j equal to 1 if the i,j-pixel is cloudy and 0 if is cloud-free; masked i,j-pixels are 376 

not taken into account. The differences between CC (retrieved by CPC algorithm) 377 

obtained without weighting solid angle and by Eq. (1) were calculated for 61008 378 

available cases at Valladolid and Granada with different sky conditions. Maximum and 379 

minimum values of these differences were 8.3% and -7.5%, respectively; the mean and 380 

standard deviation values were 0.6% and 1.5%, respectively. 68% and 96% of the 381 

absolute differences were below 1% and 4%, respectively. However, if only the cases 382 

with CC, obtained by Eq. (1), above 10% and below 90% are chosen (17324 data) the 383 

mean and standard deviation of the difference increase to 1.3% and 2.4%, respectively. 384 

These results indicate that there is not a significant difference between the two methods, 385 

but CC obtained as the sum of cloudy divided by the sum of all pixels slightly 386 

overestimates the CC values calculated by Eq. (1), especially for partially cloudy 387 

conditions.  388 

In this work Eq. (1) was used to obtain CC for both CPC and RBR algorithms. CC was 389 

transformed to oktas multiplying by 8 oktas and dividing by 100%. This CC was not 390 

rounded to integer like in ceilometers and human observations.  391 
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In the case of Valladolid, images were taken every 5 minutes except at the full hour 392 

(this camera was configured to be rebooted every hour), then, the CC at the full hour 393 

was considered as the average of the CC obtained 5 minutes before and after. To be 394 

coherent in this location the CC from CEI at the full hour was also averaged from the 395 

CC measured 5 minutes before and after. 396 

In order to know the performance of the different methods to obtain CC (CPC, RBR and 397 

CEI), the CC measurements performed manually by the AEMet observers are used as 398 

reference. Therefore, the ΔCC distribution was calculated for each algorithm by: 399 

𝛥𝐶𝐶 = 𝐶𝐶𝑎 − 𝐶𝐶𝑟,      (2) 400 

where CCa is the CC of the algorithm (CPC, RBR or CEI) and CCr the reference 401 

(AEMet). Table 1 shows some statistical parameters of ΔCC that helps to quantify the 402 

agreement between the algorithms and the reference: N is the number of ΔCC data used; 403 

MBE (Mean Bias Error) is the average of ΔCC, with positive values indicating that 404 

algorithms overestimate the reference and viceversa; MDBE (Median Bias Error) is the 405 

percentile 50 (median) of ΔCC and also is related to the accuracy quantifying the 406 

over/under-estimation. MDBE is less affected by ΔCC outliers than MBE; MABE 407 

(Mean Absolute Bias Error) is the average of the absolute values of ΔCC and gives 408 

information about the average difference in absolute value between algorithm and 409 

reference; SD is the standard deviation of ΔCC and provides information about the 410 

deviation of ΔCC.  411 

As can be observed in Table 1, the MBE for CPC is zero at Granada while CEI MBE is 412 

small at both sites. The MDBE indicated that the accuracy of CEI and CPC are similar, 413 

with differences of zero oktas. MABE and SD are similar for CEI algorithm while RBR 414 

algorithm presents larger values. For the two stations together the averaged absolute 415 
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difference with the reference is around 1okta for CPC and CEI algorithms, while the 416 

precision quantified by the SD is around 2 oktas for both algorithms too. 417 

The previous results could be affected by the fact that reference values (AEMet) were 418 

recorded 4-5 km far away from the sky cameras, especially for low clouds. Therefore, in 419 

order to see the influence of cloud altitude, ΔCC values have been represented in Figure 420 

6 as a function of different CBH intervals. The CBH used for this purpose was obtained 421 

as the 1-hour averaged CBH, from ceilometer, half hour before and after the 422 

measurement. Against the expected, ΔCC presents, for the three algorithms, mean and 423 

median values near to zero and the standard deviation for low clouds with CBH below 2 424 

km. In fact the standard deviation of ΔCC for these clouds is lower than for other higher 425 

clouds. Both CPC and RBR algorithms presents mean values near to zero for CBH 426 

below 9 km a.g.l., while for clouds with CBH above 9 km a.g.l. these values are near to 427 

-1, indicating that CPC and RBR underestimates the cloud cover of the highest clouds, 428 

like cirrus, likely due to this kind of clouds cannot be easily appreciated by the sky 429 

camera. On the other hand, the CEI algorithm overestimates around 1 okta the human 430 

observations for clouds which CBH ranges from 3 to 9 km a.g.l., like mid-level clouds; 431 

however CEI presents mean ΔCC values near to cero for clouds with CBH below 3 km 432 

a.g.l. and above 9 km a.g.l.. In general CEI presents the lowest standard deviation for all 433 

CBH intervals, and RBR the highest one.   434 

In order to see any dependence of the agreement between the algorithms and human 435 

observations on cloud cover, Figure 7 shows the ΔCC distributions for different CC 436 

values and for the three algorithms. For cloud-free conditions (CC=0 oktas) the most of 437 

CC values retrieved by CEI and CPC algorithms are zero, while RBR presents more 438 

deviation. The deviation is higher for CEI in the case of overcast conditions (CC=8 439 

oktas), where inter-quartile range of ΔCC is very low for CPC and RBR algorithms. For 440 
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partially cloudy conditions all algorithms have a similar behaviour not showing a clear 441 

dependence on CC, and being the highest deviation for CC between 3 and 5 oktas. In 442 

general, the standard deviation and the inter-quartile range are lower for the CPC 443 

algorithm, and the absolute value of the ΔCC mean is below 1 for all algorithms.  444 

Looking for a dependence on AOD, Figure 8 shows the ΔCC as a function of AOD at 445 

440 nm intervals. CEI algorithm shows an agreement with the reference similar for all 446 

AOD values, with mean and median of ΔCC close to zero in all AOD intervals. The 447 

mean and median of ΔCC of CPC algorithm slightly increase with AOD, being always 448 

below 2 oktas; however, these values increase with AOD for RBR algorithm, showing 449 

values higher than 2 oktas for AOD above 0.3. CEI and CPC present similar standard 450 

deviation and inter-quartile range for all AOD intervals, but RBR shows increasing 451 

deviation as AOD increases. It confirms that RBR algorithm does not retrieve a good 452 

CC value under turbid conditions. 453 

In addition, trying to observe the effect of aerosol size, ΔCC is represented in Figure 9 454 

as a function of AE intervals. In this case only data with AOD (440 nm) between 0.1 455 

and 0.2 were used in order to avoid any AOD dependence. CEI and CPC show similar 456 

behaviour, without any dependence on AE, presenting CPC the best accuracy and 457 

precision against the reference for the coarsest particles (AE~0.3). On the other hand, 458 

the CC is overestimated by RBR algorithm for coarse aerosol, being the mean of ΔCC 459 

near 2 oktas for AE below 0.4. 460 

Finally, all the calculations of this section have been also done (not shown) with CPC 461 

algorithm but removing the nodes classified as potential candidates to be removed 462 

(Figure B1). The obtained results have been basically the same that with these nodes, 463 

which indicates that for CC calculation the CPC algorithm can be rewritten in a simpler 464 

way. However, in this work these nodes have been remained in the CPC algorithm in 465 
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order to identify a few cloudy/cloud-free pixels which could be interesting although 466 

their influence on the total cloud cover is very small. 467 

 468 

6 Conclusions 469 

Regarding the detection of sun condition (obstructed/unobstructed), the Camera Plus 470 

Ceilometer (CPC) algorithm has shown to be in good agreement with the reference, 471 

fitting around 85% of estimations with the reference. CPC does not show any strong 472 

dependence on the sun condition, solar zenith angle (at least for values below 70º), 473 

aerosol size nor optical depth (AOD). However, the Red-Blue camera ratio (RBR) 474 

algorithm usually classifies the sun condition as obstructed independently of the 475 

reference condition, except for low AOD values or fine particle predominance (high 476 

Angstrom exponent) when RBR algorithm fits better with the reference. The ceilometer 477 

does not provide this kind of information.  478 

Cloud cover retrieved by the ceilometer algorithm fits in general better with the 479 

reference, but CPC algorithm shows a similar agreement, being  the mean absolute 480 

differences with respect to the reference for CEI and CPC algorithms equal to 1 okta 481 

(around the resolution of the reference). CPC and RBR algorithms underestimate the 482 

cloud cover of high clouds above 9 km, but CEI overestimates the cloud cover of clouds 483 

with cloud base height between 3 and 9 km.  RBR algorithm overestimates the cloud 484 

cover under the presence of coarse aerosol (low Angstrom exponent), like desert dust, 485 

and also under high aerosol load. In fact, RBR has detected as overcast sky a full cloud-486 

free sky with moderate-high dust load. CPC and CEI algorithms do not present any 487 

dependence on aerosol.   488 

These results could indicate that only a ceilometer is enough to retrieve cloud cover 489 

since the agreement with the reference is similar to the CPC algorithm, however CPC 490 
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algorithm, instead of CEI, has the power to locate the clouds in their position inside the 491 

celestial vault; in addition CPC is capable to discern if the sun is obstructed or not. In a 492 

next step, the CPC algorithm could be also combined with cloud base height 493 

information from ceilometer in order to retrieve the cloud type. The authors encourage 494 

researchers to test the CPC algorithm in other stations, even rejecting the nodes 495 

assumed as potential candidates to be removed in order to reduce complexity. Finally, 496 

CPC algorithm has been designed to take some actions or not depending on the 497 

presumable sky conditions, which are obtained from a ceilometer; however, there are a 498 

lot of sky camera systems being not near to a ceilometer; hence, although it is beyond 499 

the scope of this paper, authors propose to find another way to obtain the presumable 500 

sky conditions in the CPC algorithm for these cases without a ceilometer. Some 501 

possible ideas for this purpose could be, for example, using solar radiation 502 

measurements as proxy, or maybe considering the variation in the sky images in a time 503 

window. 504 
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Appendix A: CPC variables 515 

- R: This matrix is the red channel of the image I1 divided (right-array 516 

division) by FOV. Each Ri,j element represents the relative radiance viewed 517 

by the i,j-pixel of the image I1in the red channel.  518 

- B: Similar than R but for the blue channel. Bi,j values (and also Ri,j values) 519 

are higher for cloudy pixels and pixels near sun aureole, especially under 520 

high coarse aerosol load. 521 

- R2: Similar than R but for the image I2.   522 

- DIS: This represents the distance of each i,j-pixel to the sun (scattering 523 

angle). It is calculated in degrees using the Solar Zenith Angle (SZA) value 524 

and the ZEN and AZI matrices as in Ghonima et al. (2012). 525 

- RT: This matrix is the ratio of the elements of R to the elements of B. RTi,j 526 

represents the whiteness of the i,j-pixel, since the sky is less blue when RTi,j 527 

increases. RTi,j values are higher for cloudy pixels, but also for cloud-free 528 

pixels under high coarse aerosol load. 529 

- SRT: is a smoothed matrix of RT, being each i,j-element of SRT the 530 

average of the square of 5x5 pixels of RT centred in the i,j-element. This 531 

matrix also gives information about sky whiteness, and it is more useful than 532 

RT for dark skies since, under these conditions, R and B present low values, 533 

which provides higher deviations to RT values. 534 

- CI: This matrix represents the relative difference (pixel by pixel) between 535 

the matrix obtained by smoothing B (like in the SRT case) using a 5x5 pixels 536 

window and the matrix obtained smoothing  B using a window of 10x10 537 

pixels. The high values of CI usually indicates the presence of cloud 538 

borderlines but also cirrus (hence the name CI since it helps to detect cirrus) 539 
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and even contrails from aviation, which Red-Blue ratio is not too high but 540 

their frequently filamentous shape leads to higher CI values.  541 

- SR: This is a symmetrical matrix of R calculated using as symmetry axis the 542 

solar principal plane.  543 

- DSR: It represents the absolute value of the relative difference between the 544 

red relative radiance of two symmetric pixels. Each element of this matrix is 545 

calculated as: 546 

𝐷𝑆𝑅𝑖,𝑗 = 100%
|𝑅𝑖,𝑗−𝑆𝑅𝑖,𝑗|

min(𝑅𝑖,𝑗;𝑆𝑅𝑖,𝑗)
     (A.1) 547 

Low values of DSR usually indicate cloud-free pixels, although it is also 548 

possible to have low values for cloudy skies. This matrix is finally smoothed by 549 

a 5x5 pixels window. DSR is near to zero when one pixel and its symmetric are 550 

similar, even if both pixels are too white. 551 

- SDSR: It represents the signed relative difference between the red relative 552 

radiance of two symmetric pixels. Each element of this matrix is calculated 553 

as: 554 

𝑆𝐷𝑆𝑅𝑖,𝑗 = 100%
𝑅𝑖,𝑗−𝑆𝑅𝑖,𝑗

𝑆𝑅𝑖,𝑗
     (A.2) 555 

This matrix helps to discern if two pixels that are not symmetric are both cloudy 556 

or one of them is cloud-free. R in a cloud-free pixel must be lower than in a 557 

cloudy pixel and, therefore, high negative values of SDSR could be related with 558 

cloud-free pixels. 559 

- DR2: This matrix represents the absolute value of the relative differences of 560 

the red channel of the image I1 and image I2. High values of DR2 indicate 561 

changes on sky in a short time, which can be attributed to cloud presence. 562 
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This matrix can help to discern cloudy pixels near the aureole. DR2 is 563 

calculated as:  564 

𝐷𝑅2𝑖,𝑗 = 100%
|𝑅𝑖,𝑗−𝑅2𝑖,𝑗|

min(𝑅𝑖,𝑗;𝑅2𝑖,𝑗)
     (A.3) 565 

This matrix is finally smoothed by a window of 3x3 pixels. The values of this 566 

matrix usually are high for borderlines of clouds. 567 

 In addition to these matrices, some scalar variables can be used as a proxy for the sky 568 

condition, and they are the next: 569 

- mrt: This is the median value of RT computed for all non-masked elements. 570 

It represents the averaged whiteness of an image.  571 

- sdr:  This values is defined as:  572 

𝑠𝑑𝑟 =
std(𝐑)/mean(𝐑)

std(𝐁)/mean(𝐁)
     (A4) 573 

where std(R) and mean(R) are the standard deviation and average, 574 

respectively, of all elements of R which are not masked. sdr represents the 575 

ratio of the relative variation of red channel to the variation of the blue 576 

channel; this ratio shows lower values for overcast conditions and dark skies, 577 

then it will be useful to determine if sun is obstructed. 578 

- cns: It represents the percentage of cloudy pixels near the sun (DIS<10º). If 579 

this percentage is low likely the sun will be unobstructed by clouds. 580 

- cis: Once pixels are identified as cloudy/cloud-free, the cloud pixel 581 

conditions is interpolated to the sun position because the sun is blocked by 582 

the shadowband. cis is the percentage of cloudy pixels (interpolated) inside a 583 

disk with a radius of 7 pixels and centred in the sun position. Sun is likely 584 

obstructed if cis value is high. 585 
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- cir: is defined as the percentage of CBH data that is not null and higher than 586 

6000 m a.g.l. in the time interval of half hour before and after (length of 1 587 

hour) the image was taken. High cir values indicate the presence of high 588 

clouds like cirrus, which are more difficult to identify with a RGB camera 589 

than with a ceilometer. 590 

- clo: is the percentage of CBH data that is not null and above 600 m a.g.l. in 591 

the time interval of 5 minutes before and after (length of 10 minutes) the 592 

image was taken. The mean of clo is similar to cir but for all clouds and in a 593 

shorter time interval.  594 

 595 

Appendix B: CPC workflow 596 

Figure B.1 shows the workflow diagram of CPC algorithm. In order to test the diagram 597 

conditions, 549 cases at Granada, when cloud cover visually measured by AEMet staff 598 

was available, have been chosen. The main inputs of CPC are the R, B and R2 matrices 599 

of the recorded HDR images. Other inputs are SZA, ZEN and AZI (in order to locate 600 

some elements as the sun and its aureole), and cir and clo from ceilometer in order to 601 

obtain the presumable sky condition. The first step is to apply a mask to the HDR 602 

image, removing all pixels with zenith angles above 80º and also all pixels 603 

corresponding with the shadowband. 604 

If sdr is below a threshold value Tsdr1 (dark sky) and in addition mrt is above other 605 

threshold Tmrt (most of pixels enough white), then CPC algorithm will consider that the 606 

sun is obstructed (left branch) by clouds and the i,j-pixels which SRTi,j value is 607 

below/above TSRT1 will be chosen as cloud-free/cloudy. These conditions are usually 608 

satisfied by overcast skies, therefore the threshold for SRT was defined dynamic (Table 609 

B.1) considering as cloud-free the pixels with a SRT below the three quarters of the 610 
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averaged Red-Blue ratio. 7% of the chosen cases satisfy the first condition, and the 611 

averaged cloud cover from AEMet for them is 7.5 oktas, which indicates that this node 612 

really identifies overcast skies.  613 

If the previous condition (left branch) is not satisfied but sdr is below a second 614 

threshold (Tsdr2) and also mr higher than TRT1 (Table B.1), then the sun is considered 615 

obstructed by clouds (middle branch) and the i,j-pixels which SRTi,j value is below the 616 

threshold TSRT2, will be considered as cloud-free. 13% of chosen cases cross this middle 617 

branch, being the averaged cloud cover in these cases around 6.6 oktas, which still 618 

corresponds to high amount of clouds and, therefore sun should be likely obstructed.  619 

If the last condition is still not satisfied (80% of selected cases; averaged cloud cover 620 

about 1.7 oktas), then the red-blue ratio (RBR) algorithm, which considers as cloudy all 621 

i,j-pixel which RTi,j value is above TRT1 (too white pixels) and cloud-free the rest (too 622 

blue pixels), is applied (Figure B.1). After RBR is applied, the pixels are temporally 623 

classified as cloudy/cloud-free following the RBR method. Cloud-free pixels which 624 

show CI values higher than TCI (threshold value in Table B.1) will be considered as 625 

cloudy, indicating the presence of cloud borderlines, cirrus or contrails which are not 626 

detected by RBR method. On average, for cloud cover of 0-1 oktas, around 10% of 627 

cloudy pixels detected after this node are due to the criterion based on CI matrix; 628 

however this percentage is below 4% for cloud cover above 3 oktas. These results 629 

indicate that the node based on CI matrix has not too much influence in the cloud cover 630 

detection, hence it could be removed from the algorithm (the three red nodes are 631 

potential candidates to be removed), however it has not been removed because it is 632 

useful to identify a few cloudy pixels which could be interesting.  633 

After that, CPC algorithm considers the ceilometer information in order to establish the 634 

presumable sky condition. If cir is higher than Tcir or clo above Tclo (both threshold 635 
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shown in Table B.1), CPC will consider that sky is presumable cloudy and it will not 636 

apply a symmetry criteria to transform pixels classified as cloudy to cloud-free; it 637 

occurs for the 18% of chosen cases that reach the node, which present an averaged 638 

cloud cover of 3.7 oktas. On the other hand, if the sky is not considered presumable as 639 

cloudy (82% of cases; averaged cloud cover of 1.2 oktas), then CPC will classify as 640 

cloud-free all cloudy i,j-pixels (except i,j-pixels which AZIi,j is below -178º or above 641 

178º since the distance between symmetric pixels is too short) that present a value of 642 

DSRi,j below a threshold named TDSR1 (shown in Table B.1). This criterion assumes that 643 

pixels which are similar to their symmetric pixels can be assumed as cloud-free like in 644 

the AERONET almucantar observations (Holben et al., 1998), at least under a 645 

presumable cloud-free conditions (given by ceilometer information). Regarding TDSR1, 646 

this threshold is higher for pixels near to the sun aureole (DIS<10º) because the sky 647 

radiance gradient in this area is stronger and little uncertainties in camera geometry 648 

characterization can introduce higher differences between symmetric points. The 649 

average percentage of cloudy pixels transformed in cloud-free by this criterion is 63%, 650 

55%, 47% and 39% for 0, 1, 2, and 3 oktas respectively. This percentage increases with 651 

AOD at 440 nm, being below 50% for AOD values lower than 0.15, and around 70% 652 

for AOD above 0.25. These results indicate that this node is, at least, one of the main 653 

responsible to avoid the aerosol influence on cloud cover detection.    654 

However, even if symmetrical criteria turn a pixel to cloud-free, and independently on 655 

the presumable sky conditions, the i,j-pixels which RTi,j values are above TRT2 (shown 656 

in Table B.1) will be assumed as cloudy at this section of the algorithm (pixels are too 657 

much white). After that, the cloud-free pixel satisfying that DSR is above the threshold 658 

TDSR2 (pixel does not show symmetry) and also RT is higher than TRT3 (likely too white) 659 

will also be considered as cloudy. It identifies pixels which do not show enough 660 
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symmetry and are whiter than an established threshold TRT3, which was dynamically 661 

defined in Table B.1 as a value 10% whiter than the mean of all pixels. The last criteria 662 

are included in only one node. The averaged percentage of cloud-free pixels turned to 663 

cloudy by this node is 8% for 8 oktas, which indicates that this node can identify around 664 

half okta of cloudy pixels, previously considered as cloud-free, under overcast 665 

conditions. This node is useful to detect cloudy pixels showing symmetry in overcast 666 

conditions. 667 

The next steps of the algorithm are focused on estimating the cloud conditions near the 668 

sun aureole, and the sun conditions. In the case of presumable cloud-free conditions (cir 669 

below Tcir and clo below Tclo) CPC will turn to cloud-free all the cloudy pixels near the 670 

sun (DIS<10º) which show DR2 values below an established threshold TDR2. This 671 

assumes that cloud-free pixels at sun aureole do not present changes in a short time (few 672 

seconds) higher than a threshold which was manually determined as 4% (Table B.1). 673 

The last criterion based on DR2 is not applied under presumable cloudy conditions 674 

since sometimes under stable cloudy conditions, especially overcast conditions, the 675 

differences between I1 and I2 are too low, DR2 showing values near to zero. The 676 

averaged percentage of cloudy pixels turned to cloud-free by the criterion based on DR2 677 

matrix is 99% for zero oktas and it monotonously decreases to 66% up to 5 oktas; it 678 

does not show any dependence on AOD.  679 

With the temporal classification of all pixels in this point, CPC calculates cns and cis in 680 

order to identify the sun condition. CPC will identify the sun as unobstructed by clouds 681 

if cns is below Tcns or cis is below Tcis, and as obstructed on the other cases. The RBR 682 

algorithm considers that sun is unobstructed by clouds if cis is below Tcis. 80% of 683 

chosen cases reaching this point have been classified as sun unobstructed. 684 
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Once the sun condition is defined, the algorithm shows two branches, one for each sun 685 

condition. If the sun is considered obstructed by clouds then the symmetry criteria are 686 

rejected, and the only i,j-pixels classified as cloudy will be the pixels which RTi,j value 687 

is above TRT1, or DSRi,j is above TDSR2 at the same time that RTi,j is higher than TRT3(as 688 

explained above), or CIi,j value is higher than TCI. Symmetry criteria for cloud-free 689 

pixels detection are not applied when the sun is considered as obstructed by clouds 690 

because it has been observed that this kind of criteria does not work well under this sun 691 

condition.  692 

If the sun is considered unobstructed then a last criterion based on SDSR is applied in 693 

order to identify cloud-free pixels that are considered cloudy because their symmetric 694 

pixels are cloudy, which provides high DSR values. To this purpose, CPC turns to 695 

cloud-free all cloudy i,j-pixels which SDSRi.j is lower than TSDSR, DSRi,j is higher than 696 

TDSR1 (symmetry criteria for cloud-free pixels detection applied above is not satisfied), 697 

and RTi,j is below TRT4 (pixels too white are still considered as cloudy). The averaged 698 

percentage of cloudy pixels converted to cloud-free by this last node ranges from 1% to 699 

6% for the different cloud cover values. The influence of this node in the final cloud 700 

cover is small, which indicates that it is also a potential candidate to be removed from 701 

the CPC algorithm. 702 

 703 

 704 

 705 

 706 

 707 
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Tables 866 

Table 1: Statistical parameters comparing the cloud cover obtained by various methods 867 

against the cloud cover visually measured by AEMet. 868 

Location Method N 
MBE 

(oktas) 
Median 

(oktas) 
MABE 

(oktas) 
SD  

(oktas) 
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Granada 

CPC 549 0.0 0.0 1.1 1.8 

RBR 549 0.6 0.1 1.6 2.3 

CEI 549 -0.1 0.0 1.1 1.7 

Valladolid 

CPC 469 -0.4 0.0 1.1 1.4 

RBR 469 -0.4 0.0 1.1 1.5 

CEI 469 0.2 0.0 1.0 1.5 

All 

CPC 1018 -0.2 0.0 1.1 1.6 

RBR 1018 0.2 0.0 1.4 2.1 

CEI 1018 0.0 0.0 1.0 1.6 
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 874 

 875 

 876 

 877 

 878 

 879 

 880 

 881 

 882 

 883 

 884 

 885 

Table B.1: Threshold values of the CPC algorithm. These values were obtained by the 886 

observations of multiple HDR images under different sky conditions. 887 

Threshold Condition 
Threshold 

value 

Tsdr1 All 1.05 

Tmrt All 0.48 
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TSRT1 All 0.75 mrt 

Tsdr2 All 1.18 

TRT1 Valladolid 0.48 

TRT1 Granada 0.65 

TSRT2 Valladolid 0.47 

TSRT2 Granada 0.64 

TCI All 1.5% 

Tcir All 20% 

Tclo All 75% 

TDSR1 DIS>10º 15% 

TDSR1 DIS≤10º 20% 

TDSR1 AZI>178º -1% 

TDSR1 AZI<-178º -1% 

TRT2 Valladolid 0.9 

TRT2 Granada 1.18 

TDSR2 All 30% 

TRT3 All 1.1 mrt 

TDR2 DIS>10º -1% 

TDR2 DIS≤10º 4% 

Tcns All 10% 

Tcis All 70% 

TSDSR All -15% 

TRT4 All 0.6 

 888 

 889 

 890 

 891 

 892 

 893 

 894 

 895 

Figure captions 896 

Figure 1: Direct sky image (left panels), tone mapped HDR sky image (right panels) for 897 

four cases at Granada: 15th May 2016 13:15 UTC (first row); 24th January 2016 13:25 898 

UTC (second row); 15th June 2016 14:25 UTC (third row); 9th June 2016 08:40 UTC 899 

(fourth row).  900 
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Figure 2: Cloud cover detected by RBR method (left panels) and by CPC method (right 901 

panels) for four cases at Granada: 15th May 2016 13:15 UTC (first row); 24th January 902 

2016 13:25 UTC (second row); 15th June 2016 14:25 UTC (third row); 9th June 2016 903 

08:40 UTC (fourth row). White/blue pixels are considered cloudy/cloud-free, while 904 

yellow/white circle in the sun position means that sun has been identified as 905 

unobstructed/obstructed.  906 

Figure 3: Psc values at different SZA intervals for sun obstructed, unobstructed and all 907 

conditions, using the CPC (upper panel) and RBR (middle panel) methods. The number 908 

of data used under unobstructed and obstructed conditions is also given at different SZA 909 

intervals (bottom panel).  910 

Figure 4: Psc values at different AOD at 440 nm intervals for sun obstructed, 911 

unobstructed and all conditions, using the CPC (upper panel) and RBR (middle panel) 912 

methods. The number of data used under unobstructed and obstructed conditions is also 913 

given at different AOD at 440 nm intervals (bottom panel).  914 

Figure 5: Psc values, calculated only with data which AOD ranges from 0.1 to 0.2, at 915 

different AE intervals, for sun obstructed, unobstructed and all conditions, using the 916 

CPC (upper panel) and RBR (middle panel) methods. The number of data used under 917 

unobstructed and obstructed conditions is also given at different AE intervals (bottom 918 

panel).  919 

Figure 6: Box plots for the distribution of ΔCC (using as reference the CC AEMet 920 

values) as a function of various CBH intervals for three methods: CPC (upper panel), 921 

RBR (second panel) and CEI (third panel). The box limits are the 25 and 75 percentiles, 922 

the error bar is the standard deviation, the circle is the mean, the red line inside the box 923 

is the median, the crosses are the 5 and 95 percentiles, and the triangles are the 1 and 99 924 

percentiles. The number of data used is shown in the bottom panel for different CC 925 

intervals. 926 

Figure 7: Box plots for the distribution of ΔCC (using as reference the CC AEMet 927 

values) as a function of CC (measured by AEMet) for three methods: CPC (upper 928 

panel), RBR (second panel) and CEI (third panel). The box limits are the 25 and 75 929 

percentiles, the error bar is the standard deviation, the circle is the mean, the red line 930 

inside the box is the median, the crosses are the 5 and 95 percentiles, and the triangles 931 
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are the 1 and 99 percentiles. The number of data used is shown in the bottom panel for 932 

different CC intervals. 933 

Figure 8: Box plots for the distribution of ΔCC (using as reference the CC AEMet 934 

values) as a function of AOD at 440 nm for three methods: CPC (upper panel), RBR 935 

(second panel) and CEI (third panel). The box limits are the 25 and 75 percentiles, the 936 

error bar is the standard deviation, the circle is the mean, the red line inside the box is 937 

the median, the crosses are the 5 and 95 percentiles, and the triangles are the 1 and 99 938 

percentiles. The number of data used is shown in the bottom panel for different AOD at 939 

440 nm intervals. 940 

Figure 9: Box plots for the distribution of ΔCC (using as reference the CC AEMet 941 

values) as a function of AE for three methods: CPC (upper panel), RBR (second panel) 942 

and CEI (third panel). The box limits are the 25 and 75 percentiles, the error bar is the 943 

standard deviation, the circle is the mean, the red line inside the box is the median, the 944 

crosses are the 5 and 95 percentiles, and the triangles are the 1 and 99 percentiles. The 945 

number of data used, where only AOD from 0.1 to 0.2 were selected, is shown in the 946 

bottom panel for different AE intervals. 947 

Figure B.1: Diagram of the CPC method. The three red nodes are potential candidates to 948 

be removed. 949 


